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Existence of dark matter with amount ∼ 5 × normal matter
(ΩDM /Ωb = 4.83 ± 0.87) well established experimentally. Many candidates
for DM (axions, WIMPs etc)
One possibility: DM could be ordinary matter in a parallel universe with
QCD scale Λdark ∼ 5 × Λvisible
No gauge or yukawa interactions between parallel universe and our universe
as both have separate non-abelian gauge symmetries
Two sectors can only interact via the respective Higgs bosons
If δm ∼ 100 MeV, can not be detected at the LHC. But accesible as
separate peaks in e + e − colliders like proposed ILC
In first work, we look into e + e − Collider Phenomenology for δm ∼ 100 MeV
between two Higgs bosons
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It explains charge quantization and also forbids kinetic mixing between
photon (γ) and dark photon (γ 0 )
Electroweak sectors of two universes exactly symmetric whereas SU(4) and
SU(4)’ couplings are different
The dark proton and dark neutron are candidates for DM and stable due to
conservation of dark baryon number . They constitute DM as being about
five times heavier than protons and neutrons of our universe

We achieve this by assuming :
QCD scale in dark sector (ΛDS ) = 5 × QCD scale in the visible sector
(ΛVS = 340 MeV)
Also assume post-inflationary reheating in two univereses different and
parallel universe colder than our universe.This makes possible to maintain
the successful prediction of BBN
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Running of the strong coupling constant
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Figure : The running of the strong coupling constant in the visible sector and
dark sector shows αSDS (Q = mH = 125 GeV)= 1.4 αSVS (Q = mH = 125 GeV).
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Higgs potential shows a parameter space where only one neutral Higgs in
the bi-doublet remains light and becomes very similar to our SM Higgs.
Similar is true in parallel universe.
Interesting where two light Higgs states are quasi-degenerate(∼ 100 MeV)
Due to large background, challenging to distinguish such a scenario at LHC
The advantages of an e + e − collider are cleanliness of environment, precision
of measurements and large number of Higgs bosons production
We investigate a scenario with two quasi-degenerate Higgs bosons with mass
splitting ∼ 500 MeV at the ILC
At e + e − collider the main production mechanism of the Higgs boson is
Higgs-strahlung process: e + e − → Z + H
We have studied both direct Higgs decays and recoiling to the Z -boson
The recoil mass to the Z -boson is the invariant mass of the decay products
against which the Z -boson recoils:
√
√
2
Mrecoil
= ( s − EZ )2 − |~pZ |2 = s + MZ2 − 2EZ s
where MZ =Z -boson mass as reconstructed from the decay products, EZ is
√
the corresponding energy and s = 250 GeV
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Results in direct Higgs decays and Recoil to the Z -boson in ILC

Figure : Invariant mass distributions of b b̄ pairs(top panel) and recoil mass
distribution for invisible Higgs decays(bottom panel) where mhSM = 124.75 GeV
and mhDH = 125.25 GeV. 123 GeV < mbb < 127 GeV regions magnified in insets.
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We present a model which solves the dark matter problem, has charge
quantization and gives phenomenological implications of it in colliders
Get interesting phenomenology in special case when the two light Higgs
bosons of the two Universes are almost degenerate in mass
For mass difference ∼ 100 MeV, LHC would not be able to resolve them as
two separate mass peaks in its run time.
Consider proposed ILC as it has advatages of clean environment, precise
measurements and large number of Higgs boson production. In ILC Higgs
masses with δm ∼ 100 MeV will be possible
√
Find that for s = 250 GeV ILC with 500 MeV mass splitting we can see
two clear mass peaks when the Higges decay to b b̄ or invisibly.
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A second Higgs doublet appears naturally in a variety of well motivated
scenarios of BSM including susy, L-R symmetric models, axion models and
models of spontaneous CP violation etc.
2HDMs in general contain a cold DM candidate with masses in several 100
GeV range which is assumed stable on cosmological time scales owing to an
approximate (or exact) symmetry
In this work we focus on alt possibility with 2HDMs consisting of warm dark
matter candidate in the form of neutral scalar boson having mass ∼ keV
This scenario is completely consistent with known observations and would
have distinct signatures at colliders as well as in cosmology and astrophysics
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structures at distance scales below a Mpc, while behaving like CDM at
larger distance scales
This alleviates small scale problems of CDM (shortage of galactic satellites
observed, haloe problem etc), while preserving its success at larger distance
scales
WDM particle remains in thermal equilibrium in early universe down to
temperatures of order 150 MeV through weak interaction processes and
would contribute too much to the energy density of the universe, by ∼ 34
This is remedied by late decay of right-handed neutrino N (which takes part
in neutrino mass generation via seesaw) by dumping entropy into other
species and heating up the photons relative to σ.
For MN = (25 GeV − 20 TeV) and τN = (10−4 − 1) sec we find consistency
with DM abundances
With tiny breaking of Z2 , σ → γγ can occur with lifetime longer than age of
the universe which can explain reported anomaly in the X -ray spectrum for
mσ = 7.1 keV
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2
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2
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± = m2 + λ3 v

2
2
2
mA2 = mσ2 − 2λ5 v 2 and mH
± = mσ − (λ4 + λ5 )v , (mσ ∼ keV, mA and mH ±
can be ∼ few hundred GeV)
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scattering γγ → σσ
We obtain the abundance of σ today as


17.25  mσ 
Ωσ = 9.02
.
geff
1 keV
where we have normalized geff = 17.25,for Tf of σ ∼ 150 MeV
For DM ∼ keV, Ωσ is a factor of 34 larger than the observed value of 0.265.
The decay of N involved in the seesaw mechanism dilutes the abundance of
σ and make the scenario consistent.
At very high temperature N was in thermal equilibrium. 2 and 3 body decays
of N will come into equilibrium at Td at which N would begin to decay. If
Td in range 150 - 1 MeV, decay products as do the photons gain entropy
Since σ froze out at T ≈ 150 MeV, N decay causes temp of photons to
increase relative to that of σ. Thus a dilution in abundance of σ is realized.
Td >1 MeV, so BBN is not affected. The desired range for the lifetime of N
is thus τN = (10−4 − 1) sec
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Allowed parameter space in MN − YN plane
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Figure : Allowed parameter space in MN − YN plane in shown. The shaded
region corresponds to decay temperature Td of N in the range 150 MeV-1 MeV.
The three solid curves generate the correct dark matter density ΩD for three
values of the WDM mass : mσ = {3.5, 7, 15} keV
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This is matched to partial lifetime Γ−1 (σ → γγ) = (4 × 1027 − 4 × 1028 ) sec
Once σ develops a vev u, it also mixes with SM Higgs field h, but this effect
is subleading for the decay σ → γγ
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detection experiments.The cross sections for the processes σe → σe and
σN → σN are of order 10−49 cm2 and 10−45 cm2 respectively in the model
The model can also explain the anomalous X -ray signal reported by different
groups in the extra-galactic spectrum.
The charged scalar and the pseudoscalar in the model cannot be much
heavier than a few hundred GeV so could be detectable at the colliders
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Thank you!
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Backup Slide: Symmetry breaking of Parallel universe model

Our gauge symmetry is SU(4)C × SU(2)L × SU(2)R
SU(4) color symmetry is spontaneously broken to SU(3)C × U(1)B−L in the
usual Pati-Salam way using the Higgs fields (15, 1, 1) at a scale Vc ,where
Vc > 2300TeV (Valencia, Willenbrock, 1994)
SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L can be broken to the SM using the Higgs
representations (1, 3, 1) + (1, 1, 3) at a scale VLR , where VLR > 2.5TeV
Finally the remaining symmetry is broken to the U(1)EM using the Higgs
bi-doublet (1, 2, 2) and (15, 2, 2). Similar Higgs representations are used to
break the symmetry in the parallel universe to U 0 (1)
SU(4)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R → SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗ U(1)B−L →
SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y → U(1)EM
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Backup Slide: Details of higgs sector of Parallel universe model
A study of the Higgs potential shows a parameter space where only one
neutral Higgs in the bi-doublet remains light and becomes very similar to the
SM Higgs in our universe. Similar is true in the parallel universe
†
†
The quartic Higgs interactions λ(HVS
HVS )(HDS
HDS ) leads to mixing
between the two light SM like Higgs fields:
2
2
LScalar ⊃ mVS
h12 + mDS
h22 + 2λvVS vDS h1 h2

from which two mass eigenstates and mixing can be calculated
The two physical light Higgs states are defined as,
(p)

h1

=

(p)
h2

cosθ h1 + sinθ h2

= −sinθ h1 + cosθ h2

The masses and the mixing angle of these physical states are given by,
q
1
2
2
2 − m2 )2 + 4λ2 v 2 v 2 ]
mh2(p) ,h(p) =
[(mVS
+ mDS
) ∓ (mVS
VS DS
DS
2
2
1
2λ vVS vDS
tan2θ =
2 − m2 .
mDS
VS
where vVS ' vDS ' 250GeV
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